Thermoelectric figures of merit of ZT  0.4 at room temperature were achieved in nanostructured composite materials prepared by uniaxial pressing of Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles and 0.3 wt.% of a carbon phase. This constitutes a significant improvement of the lowtemperature thermoelectric material Bi 1-x Sb x and strongly suggests the possibility of employing these materials in efficient thermoelectric devices working at room temperature. Interestingly, the beneficial effect of the carbon phase added to nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x is the same for either carbon nanotubes or active carbon. This finding is attributed, on the one hand, to a combination of electronic band gap engineering due to nanostructuring and energy filtering due to graphene-like interlayers between Bi 1-x Sb x grains and, on the other hand, to modified phonon scattering at the grain boundaries and additional phonon scattering by agglomeration sites of carbon material on the µm scale.
Introduction
The growing demand of energy and the society's awareness of environmental issues such as global warming constitute driving forces for tapping renewable energy sources such as sun light or wind instead of fossil fuels [1, 2] , but also for improving the efficiency of existing energy conversion processes [3, 4, 5] . Thermoelectric generators possess the potential of converting an additional fraction of the large amounts of unused waste heat of combustion processes in automobiles, industrial plants, and other facilities into electricity and thus to diminish these losses. However, the still rather low efficiency of thermoelectric generators restricts a wide and economically viable application. The efficiency of the thermoelectric generator depends largely on the dimensionless thermoelectric figures of merit of the materials employed in its p-type and n-type legs. The thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of a material is defined as ZT = S 2 σT/ where σ, S, and denote the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Best conventional thermoelectric bulk materials barely reach a ZT of 1; values of at least 2 need to be targeted for thermoelectric technologies to become of interest on a mass market scale. [6] Different strategies are currently pursued in the quest for materials with a higher ZT. [6, 7, 8, 9] A promising strategy is to employ hybrid structures where the thermoelectric properties are tuned by combining two constituents. If the hybrid formation takes place on the nanoscale or mesoscale, it will often be found that the resulting thermoelectric properties deviate significantly from those predicted by effective medium theory. [10, 11] This finding indicates that the interfaces between the constituents play a significant role in the transport processes of charge carriers and phonons determining the transport coefficients σ, S, and .
[12] For example, hybrid materials may be obtained by thermally induced segregation of nanoinclusions in a bulk material or by mixing nanostructures of different origin and compacting the mixture by hot or cold pressing. The latter approach yields more degrees of freedom as the various nanostructures combined can be chosen more or less freely in terms of composition and morphology, e.g. nanoparticles, nanowires or nanotubes etc. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are often chosen as one constituent of such hybrid materials. The choice is driven by their unusual mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. [10, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] We have recently demonstrated that nanostructured composites of CNT and Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles exhibit considerably improved thermoelectric properties. [24] Here, we show that nanostructured composites of active carbon (AC) and Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles (i.e. where AC replaces CNT in the composites) exhibit similar thermoelectric properties than the original Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT composites. These findings suggest that the improvement of the thermoelectric properties of Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT nanostructured composites compared to nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x reference samples is not related to the tubular structure of CNT or a resulting CNT network interpenetrating the nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x but rather to carbonrelated modifications of the interfaces between the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles.
Experimental Part

Synthesis
Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles with x = 0.1, 0.12, 0.13, 0.15, and 0.2 were synthesized by ball-milling of powders of the elemental constituents (bismuth: 99,5 % Alfa Aesar; antimony: 99,5% Roth). For this, the weighed amounts of the powders were transferred into a stainless steel milling container and sealed under argon atmosphere (glove box). It followed a twenty-hour ball-milling procedure using a powder-volume-ration of 7,5 : 1 and 450 revolutions perminute (rpm). After ball-milling the powders were removed under inert gas and subsequently transferred into a Schlenk tube, where they were tempered for 17 hours at 250 °C under a gentle argon stream. [17, 24, 25] A detailed characterization of the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles can be found in Ref. 24 . In brief, the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles were crystalline, alloy formation took place, and the nanoparticles were between 50 nm and 100 nm in diameter.
After synthesis, the Bi 1-x Sb x matrix material was mixed with 0.3 wt.% of either CNT (Baytubes C70P) or AC (Merck Millipore). Weighing of the educts was realized under argon atmosphere in a glove box. A content of 0.3 wt.% of the carbon phase was chosen because Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT composites with 0.3 wt.% of CNT were found to be less brittle than composite samples with higher CNT contents and already showed a ZT enhancement by a factor of about 2.5 compared to the reference samples without CNT. [24] The mixtures were pressed for two hours at a pressure of 780 MPa and at a temperature of 50 °C to form pellets of cylindrical shape. After the pressing process the samples were pestled and pressed again to achieve a high degree of homogeneity. The second pressing step lasted for three hours using the same conditions (50 °C, 780 MPa) than during the first pressing step. For all five compositions x and both carbon materials, we prepared two pellets of different shape to enable us to determine all three transport coefficients along the y-direction, i.e. perpendicular to uniaxial pressing direction z. In Ref. 24 , we reported an anisotropy of the transport properties of the nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT composites introduced by the uniaxial pressing procedure. There, it turned out that the ZT values of the composite samples obtained for transport along the y-direction were superior to those found for transport along z. The pellets were tempered for 17 hours at 250 °C to ensure the recovery and relaxation of the material from the mechanical strain caused by the pressing process. In addition, we prepared nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x reference samples for all five compositions x.
Characterization of the microstructure
The microstructure of the Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT and Bi 1-x Sb x /AC composites as well as of the Bi 1-x Sb x reference samples was further investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM 7001F) with an acceleration voltage of 15 keV. Figure 1 shows typical SEM images of the three kinds of samples. Figure 1 (a) shows that the pellet surface of the reference samples is smooth and dense down to the 1 µm scale. High compactness with only a low degree of microstructural defects from the millimeter scale down to the micrometer scale is found for all reference samples. Images recorded with a 100 times lower magnification of pellets of , respectively, and demonstrate a similar level of compactness from the millimeter down to 100 µm scale. However, both images also reveal isolated structural defects on the 1 µm scale which in both cases correspond to agglomerations of the carbon materials. Figs. (d) and (e) are close views of higher magnification of such agglomerations and show the interconnected CNT bundles and layered AC material, respectively. Thus the microstructure of the inclusion materials is to a large extent preserved at these agglomeration sites. As the agglomeration sites are separated by µm distances and thus do not form a close network pervading the entire composite sample their impact on the electronic transport properties should be rather weak. This is in accordance with the temperature-dependent magneto-transport results reported for the Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT composites in Ref. 24 which are very similar to those of Bi 1-x Sb x reference samples and can be consistently explained by temperature, composition and confinement-induced changes of the Bi 1-x Sb x band structure. [14, 15, 16] However, the agglomeration sites may act as scattering centers for phonons with small wave vectors. 
Characterization of the thermoelectric properties
Magneto-transport measurements were performed in the temperature range between 30 and 300 K using a superconducting magnet system (Oxford) generating magnetic fields up to 10 T. The electrical conductivity of the composites was measured in van der Pauw geometry with indium contacts soldered onto the sample surface and with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the sample surface. The thermal conductivity was determined from the thermal diffusivity measured using a Linseis XFA (Linseis, Selb Germany). The Seebeck coefficient was determined between 120 und 310 K using a custom-made setup. Between 300 and 473 K the Seebeck coefficient and the electrical conductivity were measured a)
simultaneously in four-point geometry using a LSR-3 device (Linseis, Selb Germany). All transport coefficients of the composites were measured along the y-direction. As a trend, incorporation of the carbon material increases the electrical conductivity , increases the absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient S, but decreases the thermal conductivity , leading to a rise of the ZT value at room temperature from about 0.15 for conventional crystalline material to about 0.4 as shown in Fig. 3d ). [13, 24] This is about half the room-temperature ZT value of that of Bi 2 Te 3 based materials which are currently employed in thermoelectric devices used at temperatures close to room temperature. [26, 27] It should be noted that the ZT values obtained are within the experimental uncertainty independent of the type of carbon material used. In particular, we can rule out that the ZT enhancement observed in the two series of composite samples is related to the special mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of CNTs as AC possesses an entirely different morphology, but yields similar results. Furthermore, all three series of samples exhibit negative Seebeck coefficients at room temperature. Thus, the electronic transport of the nanostructured composites as well as of the nanostructured reference material is dominated by high-mobility electrons excited across the small band gap at this temperature. This finding is further corroborated by the results shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 summarizes the results of the low-temperature transport measurements. As an example, Fig. 3 (a) displays temperature-dependent measurements of the electrical conductivity of Bi 1-x Sb x /AC composite samples of different x. The temperature dependence observed is typical for Bi 1-x Sb x alloys. [16, 24, 25] At low temperatures a nearly constant conductivity is found. It is likely due to the formation of an impurity band probably caused by impurities in the reactants used in the synthesis process. With increasing temperature the conductivity increases revealing a semiconducting behavior. At temperatures above 300 K the composites exhibit a metal-like behavior due to their small band gap, where the decrease in conductivity can be attributed to increasing phonon scattering. In the semiconducting temperature range (100 K to about 200 K) the thermal band gaps of the composites were estimated from the slope of a linear fit in an Arrhenius representation of the conductivity (inset in Fig. 3 a) ). The thermal band gaps determined for the two series of composite samples as well as for the nanostructured reference samples are shown in Fig. 3  b) as a function of Sb content x. For all three series, a maximum of the thermal band gap occurs for an Sb content of about 12 to 13% as known for bulk Bi 1-x Sb x alloys. Thus, the inclusion of carbon material has no significant effect on the composition dependence of the band structure of the nanostructured matrix material, but it changes the magnitude of the band gaps, i.e. leads to a stronger confinement of the electronic states in the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles forming the samples. The effective carrier concentration H (Fig. 3c) ) as well as the Hall mobility H (Fig. 3 d) ) were extracted from the magneto-transport data at high magnetic fields assuming a simple Drude model, i.e. the ambipolar transport properties of Bi 1-x Sb x alloys [15, 16, 28] were neglected. Thus, the values obtained only represent an effective carrier concentration and somewhat correspond to the difference between majority and minority carriers in the different bands. In all samples, electrons are the majority carriers at room temperature due to the small band gap and higher mobilities compared to holes. The behavior of the effective carrier concentration is almost the same for all three series of samples and can mainly be attributed to the changes of the band structure with Sb content. With increasing thermal band gap, i.e. increasing Sb content, the carrier concentration decreases reaching a minimum for an Sb content of about 13%, where the largest band gap is observed in each series. The reduction of the thermal band gap observed at higher Sb content again correlates with a rise of the effective carrier concentration. Furthermore, when comparing the mobility values of the two series of composite samples to those of the nanostructured reference material a significant enhancement of the mobility values in the composites is found.
The beneficial effect of the carbon inclusion on the mobilities of the majority charge carriers may be attributed to graphene-like abrasion products formed during the pestling. [24] These products can form a carbon coating on the single Bi 1-x Sb x surface which may act as energy barriers between the grains. Then, low energy electrons cannot pass the energy barriers resulting in an energy filtering effect and thus in a significant increase of the mobility of the charge carriers due to reduced electron-electron scattering. [30, 31, 32, 33] In a simple model the Seebeck coefficient depends reciprocal on the carrier concentration. [34] This correlation between Seebeck coefficient and carrier concentration (i.e. band gap) is reflected in the composition dependence of the Seebeck coefficient at 300 K for all three series of samples investigated. Maxima of the thermal band gap as a function of composition x are found close to an Sb content of 13 %, where the samples possess the lowest effective carrier concentrations and correspondingly exhibit the highest absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient. Energy filtering not only increases the mobility of the charge carriers, but also reduces the effective carrier concentration. [30] Thus, the larger absolute values of the Seebeck coefficients in conjunction with lower effective carrier concentrations in the composites compared to the nanostructured reference samples support the assumption of a carbon-like layer between the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles of the composites.
The inclusion of carbon materials in the composites also results in a remarkable reduction of for all compositions investigated. Especially for low Sb content a reduction of the thermal conductivity of about 25% is observed. The modification of the boundaries between the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles by carbon is likely to contribute to this effect. However, the variation of the content of the carbon phase in the composite also revealed a correlation between the density of the agglomeration sites and the reduction of the thermal conductivity. Thus, we believe that the existence of the agglomeration sites, which act as additional scattering centers for phonons, also contributes the reduction of observed in the composites compared to the nanostructured references.
Summary
Nanostructured composite materials prepared by compacting mixtures of Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles with carbon phases such as CNT or AC possess thermoelectric properties superior to those of the nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x reference samples. The thermoelectric properties of nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x /CNT and Bi 1-x Sb x /AC composites of the same x and mass fraction of the carbon phase are very similar despite the morphological differences between CNT and AC. The experimental data can be consistently explained by the formation of carbon-like layers between the Bi 1-x Sb x nanoparticles of the composites accompanied by the formation of agglomeration sites of the carbon material on the µm scale. The modification of the grain boundaries by carbon leads to energy filtering effects which are advantageous for the electronic transport coefficients and possibly reduce the thermal conductivity. The agglomeration sites add another contribution to the reduction of the thermal conductivity by acting as additional scattering centers for phonons. As the morphology or dimensionality of the carbon inclusion material (CNT vs. AC) is not important, active carbon represents a cheap alternative to carbon nanotubes for tuning the micro-and nanostructural properties of these thermoelectric composite materials. Furthermore, the significant increase of the figure of merit may establish nanostructured Bi 1-x Sb x composites with AC inclusions as thermoelectric materials also for room temperature applications. The ZT values of about 0.4 achieved for the composites at room temperature are almost three times larger than those of the nanostructured reference samples. More importantly, the ZT values achieved are about half of the room-temperature ZT value of Bi 2 Te 3 bulk material which is currently employed in thermoelectric devices for applications close to room temperature.
